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Notes on the Program 

 
 
 Piano Sonata No. 18 in D Major, K. 576 is Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s nod to Baroque 
era polyphony. Composed in 1789, this beloved sonata is ironically part of a failed commissioned 
project for the Princess Frederick Louis of Prussia. The King commissioned Mozart to write a 
daunting twelve works (six quartets and six “easy” sonatas) for his daughter, but the fellow Aquarius, 
sadly, spent his time writing only three quartets, and this far from easy piano sonata. Critics have noted 
that J. S. Bach inspired this keyboard work as Mozart infuses counterpoint into sonata form in his last 
work of the genre.  
 
Nicknamed The Trumpet Sonata and The Hunt Sonata, Mozart begins his first movement with a 
trumpeted hunting call-an adventurous horn-like arpeggiated primary theme in D major. The theme 
then shifts into a transitional interlude that offers a musical pun to hunt or chase, as throughout the 
movement, one hand seems to chase the other around the keyboard—a central characteristic of 
this Allegro. After this transitional interlude concludes, alas comes the delayed but modest appearance 
of the secondary theme in A major. It’s cantabile operatic character, set within a pondering two 4-bar 
phrases, compliments the previous comedic inventionesque material in the primary theme. The 
development features an opening theme composed of recycled material from the closing section of 
the exposition. This material then goes through a series of thematic variations and canonical imitations 
and features some fashion-forward chords for the time through the use of harmonic imbalance. This 
gives the development an element of tension, which is eventually relieved by the return of the 
recapitulation.  
 
The second movement, a lyrical triple metered Adagio movement in the dominant key of a seldomly 
used A Major, begins with an operatic principal theme. This heavenly cantabile A section, a refreshing 
second course to the adventurous first movement, suddenly changes direction mid-movement. 
Through chromatic twists and turns, Mozart colors in this clear atmosphere by descending into a 
depressing F-sharp minor episode. Structured like bookends, this ABA-form movement then returns 
to the original A major melody, eventually ending with a coda reminiscent of the middle F-sharp minor 
section.  
 
The third movement, a comedic Allegretto in rondo form, returns to the original D major key with a 
playful and light 8-bar melody that is synonymous with Mozart’s writing. Once the melody concludes, 
it is repeated again in the right-hand, but the original left-hand is replaced with gloriously fast 16th-
note triplet countermelody. This countermelody marks the arrival of Bach’s influence of double 
counterpoint in this finale, as it appears to be partially inverted above the opening right hand theme 
in a toccata-like texture. The movement includes other nods to Baroque era polyphony, with 
contrapuntal techniques that include thematic and canonical imitation, chromaticism, and fugal 
textures, as well as virtuosic elements demonstrated in scalar and arpeggiated passages. At the end of 
the movement, the brief return of the opening material leads into a brilliant and sparkling coda, 
marking the end to this ingenious keyboard work.  
 

China Gates (1977) is a delicate minimalist work by a young John Adams that showcases the 
subtle art of detail. A sister work to the larger Phrygian Gates, China Gates has been referred to as Adam’s 
opus one by the composer himself. The piece, set within three parts, is structured as a modulating 
square wave. Each section is distinguishable through the use of four modes.  
 
 



 
China Gates begins in a transient state that alternates between A-flat mixolydian and G-sharp aeolian 
mode; the second state also uses the previous two modes, but now incorporates F lydian and F locrain 
modes by crocheting them in a faster alternating texture between the four modes; the third state 
oscillates between F lydian and F locrian, creating an almost perfect palindrome. China Gates is a nod 
to the American Minimalists—Howard Skempton, Christopher Hobbes and John White—and was 
written for the intention of young pianist.  

 
In fear of the German invasion, Claude Debussy fled Paris in the summer of 1915, and 

traveled to the western seaside of Normandy, where he would write his Et Blanc et Noir , three 
instrumental sonatas, and  Douze Études. Debussy composed his Twelve Etudes during a time when 
he was exploring his harmonic palette. The Études, an innovative didactic work divided into two books, 
stray away from Debussy’s earlier harmonic practices through his blending of enriched and unusual 
sonorities within a sense of freedom in form and structure. The first set explores traditional technical 
problems, while the second set tackles the obstacles in musical figurations.  
 
Etude pour les “cinq doigts” d’après Monsieur Czerny is patently inspired by Czerny’s notorious 
School of Finger Dexterity. Set in C major, this “well-behaved” etude is sarcastically humorous. 
Anticipating an escape from the original key, Debussy plants dominate minor 7ths and 9ths within 
various five-finger patterns to brace for sudden harmonic modulations into distant keys, but tricks the 
listener by mischievously shifting back to C Major. Etude pour les Tierces is an aquatic journey that 
echoes Pelléase’s sea and love music. It begins in a tonally warm and shallow undercurrent in D-flat 
Major from which is where the right hand begins swimming. It eventually drifts into a violent B-flat 
minor monsoon—a shocking finale. Debussy’s third etude, a blended study of parallel fourths and 
pedaling, is a gamelan-inspired atmospheric fantasy with hints of Schoenberg and Scriabin’s modus 
operandi. Part tonally ambiguous, part pentatonic, Pour les quartes recalls ancient dance and exotic 
worlds.  
 
Etude pour les chromatiques is a toccata-like study of perpetual motion that quietly drowns out 
tonality in a fashion similar to his tennis-game ballet, Jeux. It begins with a dizzy animato assai chromatic 
introduction in which the right- and left-hand bounce back and forth between registers on the piano. 
This musical Pong contains two lyrical contrasting themes and a closing section that evaporates into 
thin air. Etude pour les notes répétées enhances the virtuosity of repetition similarly employed in 
Scarlatti Sonatas by mixing whole-tone scales and chromaticism in a comedic ragtime. Concert pianist 
Garrick Ohlsson describes Etude pour les Arpèges composes as a “salade composée”, as it uses an 
assortment of traditionally assembled multi-octave triadic patterns set within the tradition of water-
music. A beloved piece by pianist across the globe, it is the most popularly performed etude of the 
set. 

 
 Toccata on “L’homme Armé” is a commissioned work for the 2017 Van Cliburn 
International Piano Competition by the Canadian virtuoso Marc-André Hamelin. Based on a melody 
from a Latin Mass that dates back from the 1400s, the theme catapults its way through an aggregate 
of almost every technical hurdle presented in piano repertoire, ending with a Rachmaninoff-like bang. 
 
 The Bach-Busoni Chaconne from Partita no. 2 in d minor, BWV 1004 is Ferruccio Busoni’s 
transcription of Bach’s original solo violin work (1720). Composed between 1891-1892 and revised in 
1916, Busoni reimagined this iconic Baroque masterpiece for solo keyboard. 
 
The Chaconne is in the style of theme and variations. The theme, in 3/4, is a two 4-bar period-style 
phrases in d minor, with a pulse that is consistently on beat 2, but shifts to beat 3 every four measures.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lydian_mode


 
It features 64 variations that are constructed using five types of compositional textures: (1) chorale; 
(2) keyboard-toccata: (3) violin melody with accompaniment; (4) solo violin; and (5) orchestral. 

Busoni’s transcription is a musical transcription by definition, as he makes a musical copy of a violin 
work for piano. The idea of translation, however, shouldn’t be disregarded. By utilizing both the 
massive registral range of the keyboard and an aggregate of piano techniques, Busoni also provides an 
actual translation from the language of the violin to the language of the piano. The Chaconne is an 
Everest of a work in both the violin and piano repertoire and is one of the most celebrated works in 
classical music.  

 
About the Artist 

 
Antonio Valentin is a performing artist, collaborator, and educator in the New York City area. 

He has given concerts in Tokyo, Madrid, San Juan, Washington D.C., New York City, and 
Philadelphia. A native of the culturally diverse Maryland suburbs, Antonio has built expertise in the 
styles of Neoclassicism, French Impressionism, Nationalism, and Minimalism under the guidance of 
his teachers, who have included Marilyn Nonken, Eteri Andjapardize, and Thomas Schumacher. 
Performances include a solo engagement with the Grammy-nominated Eastman Wind Ensemble, a 
collaboration with Renee Fleming, and a world premiere of n member Jaso Sō Percussion

. Career highlights include an accompanying position for Towson Homage to a Triad Treuting's
is  University’s dance program and an adjunct faculty appointment at New York University. Antonio
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Spring 2021 Online Events 
 

 
March 

 
8       Ari Livne, piano 
12     Han Chen, piano 
 
 

April 
 
7       Kirsten Jermé, cello 
16     Audrey Chen, cello 
23     Carrie Frey, viola 
26     Federico Diaz, guitar 
28     Antonio Valentin, piano 
30     Austin Lewellen, double bass 
 
 

May 
 
3       Thapelo Masita, cello 
5       Clare Monfredo, cello 
7       GC Composers 
12     Julia Danitz, violin 
14     GC Composers  
17     Isabel Fairbanks, cello 
19     Jeremy Kienbaum, viola 
21     Fifi Zhang, piano 
 
 
 

All events begin at 1:00pm and will be live-streamed free of charge at this link:  
https://gc-cuny.zoom.us/j/95813229159 

 
 

For detailed concert information, please visit our website at: http://gcmusic.commons.gc.cuny.edu 
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